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(Easy Piano Vocal Selections). An easy piano version arranged by Bill Boyd of the beloved Andrew

Lloyd Webber musical. Features 9 songs: All I Ask of You * Angel of Music * Masquerade * The

Music of the Night * The Phantom of the Opera * The Point of No Return * Prima Donna * Think of

Me * Wishing You Were Somehow Here Again.
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When they wrote 'Easy Piano' they weren't kidding! So if someone is just starting to play it could be

very nice for them. I gave fewer stars because they really needed to show a picture or describe just

how easy it was--it's the kind of easy where they show a note and the letter of the note is printed in

the middle. I have many other 'Easy' books that are more advanced than that. But, if that is the level

that someone is on then it would be a nice book to have since the songs are very beautiful at any

level of difficulty.



What I look for in Piano music is how authentic it sounds to the play/song. This one is pretty

authentic with varying difficulty for each song. Overall I love the book, music and arrangement. I am

a beginner/intermediate piano player, so some of these songs I got really good at and some of them

are still a struggle for me. But my favorite songs "Music of the Night" and "All I ask of You" were

easy enough to learn and still sound great as far as authenticity to the music

If you love the music of Phantom you will love this! The music is challenging because of all the key

changes, but with practice you will be playing it all. To play it makes a person appreciate the beauty

of of each piece and brings you back to the events occurring in the musical. A wonderful selection of

pieces too!

Thats ok for the product, excellent.

Must have!

Exactly what I wanted. The melody is in the top hand and the music is not too difficult to play. This is

not a beginner book but rather an easy intermediate I would say. Now I get to sing and play all my

old favorite musical tunes to the great annoyance of my kids!

Just getting into it.

Music is fairly advanced. I teach and it allows the students to play as written or use the chords to

'fake it'. I feel the music is arranged well and have bought several for students. All are enjoying it!
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